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Abstract We propose candidate turnover as a new measure of party change. Political parties can evolve or stagnate, but the
concept of party change has so far been elusive and standardised approaches to its measurement remain wanting. Candidate
turnover provides a straightforward numerical index that offers a reliable measure of party change. Empirically, we analyse
the levels of candidate turnover in nearly 1,000 parties contesting more than 60 elections in Central and East Europe (CEE).
CEE is a particularly suitable testing ground for the new measure as many parties in the region have experienced high levels
and various forms of party change while others have been remarkably stable. Candidate novelty helps to identify new
political parties and candidate dropout rates the disappearing ones, but the degree of candidate turnover can also help to
measure levels of internal change among continuing parties. This paper analyses the relationship between candidate
turnover and other aspects of party change such as: (a) party entry and exit; (b) changes in electoral support; (c)
programmatic changes; (d) leadership changes and (e) splinters, mergers and electoral coalitions. Throughout, we use our
expertise on CEE parties to discuss interesting individual cases.

Some political parties change while others remain stable or even stagnate over time. Party
change is often discussed in an impressionistic fashion in the literature, but the concept
remains elusive even though properly understanding party change is necessary for
understanding policies, governance and political stability. The most obvious forms of party
change are the birth of new parties and the death of old ones (Bakke and Sitter 2013; Bolleyer
2013, Chiaramonte & Emanuele 2016, Harmel 1985, Harmel & Robertson 1985, Hug 2001, Lago
& Martinez 2011, Lucardie 2000, Sikk 2005, Tavits 2006, 2008) – though we are sceptical about
the occasionally used anthropomorphic metaphors of “birth”, “life” and “death” (see below).
Other forms of (organizational) party change include mergers, splits and, in the context of
elections, electoral coalitions (Bélanger and Godbout 2010; Ceron 2015, Ibenskas 2015,
Ibenskas & Sikk 2017, Janda 1980, Lees, Hough and Keith 2010, Litton 2013, Marinova 2015,
Rose & Mackie 1988). Even when organisational changes are absent, political parties can
change their leaders (Ennser-Jedenastik & Müller 2013; Pedersen & Schumacher 2015;
Somer-Topcu 2017), their policies (Meyer 2013, Chapter 3, Somer-Topcu 2009), adopt new
names, move in or out of governments, experience fluctuations in electoral support, sociodemographic make-up of their voters, geo-spatial support patterns etc.
The focus of this study is on the turnover of electoral candidates – a dimension of change
that has so far received limited attention, but we believe is a highly useful indicator of party
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change (that also complements existing ones). It provides a straightforward numerical index
that – provided a proper method of weighting – offers excellent insights into the extent of
party change. Compared to changes in other dimension (e.g. policy or support base) it can
easily be extended to historical cases where lists of candidates are available but detailed
information about the internal life of parties may be missing. The novelty of candidates
helps to identify new political parties, but the degree of candidate turnover can also indicate
levels of change among existing political parties. We analyse candidate turnover from the
perspective of candidate novelty (weighted share of new candidates) and dropout (weighted
share of candidates who drop out in the subsequent election). Weighting is essential as the
turnover of more important candidates (higher on candidate lists in our cases, see Appendix
A for details) matters more than that of candidates with limited or absent chances of getting
elected. However, because of the weighting, novelty and dropout can differ considerably as
exiting high-ranking candidates are more likely to be replaced by candidates previously
further down the list than by new candidates. Previous studies have only occasionally
analysed candidate turnover (Kreuzer and Pettai 2003; Shabad and Slomczynski 2004) and
mostly focussed on legislative turnover and the inter-party mobility of MPs between
elections (Heller and Mershon 2008; McMenamin and Gwiazda 2011; Mershon and Shvetsova
2013), yet have with few exceptions (Laver and Benoit 2003) failed to relate these to party
change more generally or particular aspects thereof.
More broadly, we suggest a new perspective on political parties, conceiving electoral
candidates as their DNA. Inspired by the “selfish gene” view of evolution (Dawkins 1976), we
contend that the development of political parties and party systems might be better analysed
by looking at the candidates rather than parties themselves. Political parties are inanimate
objects that do not possess interests or survival instincts. However, people behind political
parties – leaders, elites, cabinet ministers, MPs, candidates and members – have at least some
vested interest in their political survival. Even when it is rational for them to leave the game
of politics (to pursue other careers, retire etc), their change still indicates a change in the
“content” of parties.
The main aim of this paper is to study the relationship between candidate turnover and other
forms of party change. Our analysis is based on “Electoral Candidates in Central and Eastern
Europe” (ECCEE), an original dataset on nearly 1,000 parties in more than 60 elections in nine
Central and East European (CEE) democracies.1 CEE is a particularly suitable testing ground
for the new measure as many parties in the region have experienced high levels and various
forms of party change while others have been remarkably stable. We have also compiled a
detailed new dataset on party leader changes in several countries of the region (covering
Hungary, Slovakia and Poland). For the most part, the analysis is of quantitative nature, but
we use our expertise on individual CEE parties to discuss unusual cases where candidate
turnover poorly corresponds to other measures of party change. Thereby, we rely on a multidimensional concept of party change that uses an interval scale of party novelty, rather than
a dichotomous new/old distinction (outlined in Sikk 2013). It complements and builds upon
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other “integral”/multidimensional frameworks to party change (Harmel & Janda 1994, Janda
1980, Litton 2015, Barnea & Rahat 2011).
This paper follows a largely exploratory approach by focussing on bivariate relationships
between candidate change and other aspects of party change. To do so, we have linked our
ECCEE data with a number of important data sets (MARPOR, CHES, PARLGOV, Ibenskas
dataset on organizational changes) and compiled an additional smaller data set on party
leadership changes covering 50 parties in 3 countries. In addition to approaches based on
electoral candidate data, we also proposing innovative approaches for both studying party
entry/exit and measuring party policy change using established data sets, as well as for
classifying party leadership changes and analysing candidate turnover in the context of
organisational changes.
We start by looking at party entry and exit. Secondly, we consider the relationship between
candidate change and the level and changes in electoral support. Thirdly, we analyse how
well organisational changes – splits, mergers, coalitions – identified by Ibenskas without
explicit regard to candidates, correspond to the turnover of candidates and their movement
between predecessor/successor parties. Fourthly, we look at the relationship between
leadership change and candidate change, anticipating higher levels of candidate instability
when party leaders change, particularly if they are replaced by previous outsiders. Finally,
we analyse the relationship between candidate turnover and party policy change, based on
the widely used data from the Manifesto Research on Political Representation (MARPOR,
formerly Comparative Manifesto Project, Volkens et al 2016) and Chapel Hill Expert Survey
(CHES, Polk et al 2014, Bakker et al 2015). We expect to find higher levels of programmatic
change to correlate to higher levels of candidate change. However, we note that MARPOR
and CHES often disagree on party positions and even more on the extent of their change. Our
research benefits from the fact that, to our knowledge, none of the other measures of party
change have considered candidate changes, leaving us largely immune to the endogeneity
problem.
Overall, the paper presents a necessary first step towards a more comprehensive,
multivariate study of party change. The next step will be to develop a more substantive set
of quantitative indicators and link them to the different dimensions of party change. One of
the main complexities lies in the often uncertain or two-way direction of causality, which
we discuss in more detail below. In particular, it poses a problem with regard to changes in
electoral support and policy, impeding the implementation regression models that require
specifying independent and dependent variables.

Party entry, exit and continuation
Most of the paper focusses on continuing electons – to use a joint term for electoral parties
and electoral coalitions (originally proposed in Sikk 2013) – that ran in both elections of
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consecutive pairs of elections.2 In contrast to Western Europe where party continuity is the
norm, continuing electons are often difficult to pin down in Central and Eastern Europe due
to high levels of organizational change.
We use two standard datasets – MARPOR and PARLGOV (Döring and Manow 2016) – for
pinning down continuing parties based on a simple principle – we assume that a party is a
continuation if it ran in two consecutive elections under the same code in either of the
datasets. The approach is not fool proof as it fails to identify some continuing parties and
wrongly identifies some cases of party entry or exit. However, relying on MARPOR and
PARLGOV has the distinct advantage of not being influenced by our key variable of candidate
turnover.
Figure 1 presents an overview of vote shares won by continuing and seemingly dropped
electons. The years on the horizontal scale refer to the latest in the pairs of elections – i.e.
reflects the vote share of parties that contested again in that year and the total vote share of
dropped out parties that ran only in the preceding election. For example, Bulgaria 2014
reflects the share of votes by continuing parties in 2014 but the 2013 vote share of dropped
out parties.

The term comes quite close to classic party definitions such as ‘any organization which nominates candidates for election
to a legislature’ (Riggs, 1968: 51)
2
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Figure 1 Continuing (solid lines) and dropped (dashed lines) party vote shares

Note: Elections covered by ECCEE data only.

In most elections, continuing electons won the clear majority of votes (median = 66%) and in
less than a quarter did they manage to win less than 40% of the votes. Some well-known
earthquake elections stand out (e.g. Slovenia 2004, Poland 1997 and 2001). The general
stability in Hungary, stabilisation in Estonia and Slovakia and increasing turbulence in the
Czech Republic and Slovenia in the last decade stand out, but some of the values are more
doubtful. For example, Latvia and Lithuania may have had a turbulent electoral history, but
it is clearly overstated on Figure 1 – certainly virtually all previously existing Lithuanian
parties were not wiped out in 2004.
That and Latvia 2002 stand out as elections with the lowest vote share of continuing parties.
These two elections highlight the main reasons why the vote share for continuing parties
can be low. Latvia in 2002 saw the rise of New Era (JL) a highly successful genuinely new party
(won 24% of votes). The runner-up of the election “For Human Rights in United Latvia”
(PCTVL) was a reconfiguration coalition involving a previously existing formation (National
Harmony Party, TSP). Two further coalitions – Latvia’s First Party (LPP) and the Union of
Greens and Farmers (ZZS) finished above the 5% electoral threshold. Similarly, the 2004
election in Lithuania was won by the new party Labour Party (28%), while the “Order and
Justice” electoral coalition (UTT, 11%) was partially new. However, the runner-up “Working
for Lithuania” (UdL, 21%) was in fact a coalition of established parties, actually very little
novelty. Two further prominent non-continuing electons were a merger (Liberal and Centre
5

Union, LiCS, 9%) and a coalition (Peasants and New Democratic Party Union, VNDS 7%). In a
nutshell – both elections saw a combination of genuinely new formations and organizational
change. The latter make the analysis complicated, as we will see later, in the elections
covered by our ECCEE data there have been many mergers and splits where identifying a
single successor/predecessor can be difficult.
As the example shows, new electons come in different forms. But how much actual novelty
do they hold in terms of electoral candidates? A closer look reveals that some are far from
genuinely new. Of the twenty most successful “new” electons identified based on MARPOR
and PARLGOV only half were genuinely new in terms of their candidates (see Table 1).
Several of the “new parties” were in fact (new) electoral coalitions, such as Working for
Lithuania (UdL, 2004); Slovak Democratic Coalition (SDK, 1998), Hungarian FIDESZ- Christian
Democratic People's Party (FIDESZ-KDNP, 2006) and Unity (MSZP-EGYUTT, 2014); Bulgarian
Union of Democratic Forces (ODS, 1997); Polish Solidarity Electoral Action (AWS, 1997); and
Latvian “Unity” (Vienotiba, 2010) and PCTVL (2002). All of them were coalitions led by
previously existing parties and most had low levels of candidate novelty. Latvian People’s
Party (TP 1998) was a partially new party and the Lithuanian Liberal Union (LLS 2000) was in
fact an existing parliamentary party that had undergone major changes and constitutes a
true borderline case of a genuinely new party.3 Only half of the parties in Table 1 have a
weighted candidate novelty above 0.8 and can be considered clear examples of genuinely
new parties.
Table 1 Apparently new parties
Weighted
party
country
year
V%
candidate novelty
JL
LV
2002
24.0
0.97
SMC
SI
2014
34.5
0.94
NDSV
BG
2001
42.7
0.93
GERB
BG
2009
39.7
0.91
ZRS
LV
2011
21.0
0.91
DP
LT
2004
28.4
0.90
RP
EE
2003
24.6
0.89
ANO 2011
CZ
2013
18.7
0.89
NS
LT
2000
19.6
0.85
PS
SI
2011
30.9
0.83
LLS
LT
2000
17.3
0.67
Vienotiba*
LV
2010
31.9
0.54
AWS*
PL
1997
33.8
0.52
TP
LV
1998
21.3
0.52
PCTVL*
LV
2002
19.1
0.50
ODS*
BG
1997
52.2
0.49
MSZP-EGYUTT*
HU
2014
26.0
0.35
FIDESZ-KDNP*
HU
2006
42.5
0.32
SDK*
SK
1998
26.3
0.22
UdL*
LT
2004
20.6
0.14
* Electoral coalitions discussed in text. Genuinely new parties above the line

The party went from one to 34 MPs, becoming the largest parliamentary party after it was joined by former (Homeland
Union) Prime Minister Rolandas Paksas.
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Table 2 Continuing parties
party
KMU
TS
MSZP
ODS
CSSD
SLD-UP
PO
PIS
CSSD
PO
FIDESZ-KDNP
Smer
GERB
MSZP
PIS
MSZP
MSZP
FIDESZ
FIDESZ-KDNP
Smer

country
EE
LT
HU
CZ
CZ
PL
PL
PL
CZ
PL
HU
SK
BG
HU
PL
HU
HU
HU
HU
SK

year
1995
1996
1994
2006
2006
2001
2007
2015
1998
2011
2010
2010
2014
2002
2007
1998
2006
2002
2014
2012

V%
32.2
31.3
33.0
35.4
32.3
41.0
41.5
37.6
32.3
39.2
67.9
34.8
32.7
42.1
32.1
33.5
48.2
35.8
44.6
44.4

Weighted
candidate novelty
0.56
0.55
0.53
0.40
0.40
0.39
0.32
0.26
0.23
0.22
0.21
0.19
0.19
0.18
0.15
0.12
0.09
0.08
0.04
0.04

The majority of twenty most successful previously existing parties (Table 2) had weighted
candidate novelty below 0.25. Only the first three of continuing electons had moderate levels
of candidate novelty, all from early-to-mid-1990s. Coalition Party and Country Union (KMU
1995) that tops the table was notably a coalition of five parties whose link to the identified
predecessor in 1992 (KK, “Safe Home”, a coalition of three parties) was in fact tenuous (only
two of the component parties overlapped).
When looking at the electons that apparently exited (i.e. the assigned codes disappeared
from both MARPOR and PARLGOV), it is striking that only five among the twenty most
popular ones shed most of the candidates in the subsequent election (see Table 3). The Czech
Public Affairs (VV) party stands out with 81% of its (weighted) candidates not running in
2013 after its inaugural (and only) election in 2010, with Polish Palikot’s List (RUCHP) falling
slightly behind with 64%. However, candidate dropout for all other electons in Table 3 was
significantly lower – no more than roughly half of them quit, but in many cases two thirds
or more contested elections again despite the seeming exit of their parties. Most of the
parties did disappear, albeit often by entering electoral coalitions (e.g. Your Movement, the
successor to RUCHP ran in United Left alliance in 2015, Slovak SDK and SV were themselves
coalitions that fizzled out but feeding candidates to other electons in subsequent elections).
Of all 59 exiting parties that previously won more than 5% of votes, VV still tops the table as
the one losing the highest proportion of its candidates in the subsequent election, although
three exiting Polish electons (AWSP, ROP and BBWR in 2001, 1997 and 1993 respectively) also
lost more than 75% of their candidates. Still, about a quarter of their candidates and almost
one in five of VV’s candidates remain in electoral competition, despite the latter being a
perfect example of a total party collapse. The main message here is that parties do not just
disappear – even when electons exit, they leave traces in the form of their former political
elites. The asymmetry with candidate novelty is also remarkable as there have been many
7

genuinely new parties, but genuine disappearance is much rarer, at least among parties with
significant electoral support.
Table 3 Apparently exiting parties
party
VV
RUCHP
SDK
SV
LID
ZRS
TPP
SDS
JL
TP
KDH
NS
LSDA
SLD
LLS
RR
TUB
BSDA
TKL-ZP
TSP

country
CZ
PL
SK
SK
PL
LV
LT
BG
LV
LV
SK
LT
LV
PL
LT
EE
LV
LT
LV
LV

year
2010
2011
1998
1994
2007
2011
2008
1994
2006
2006
1994
2000
1998
2005
2000
1992
1995
2000
1995
1998

V%
10.9
10.0
26.3
10.4
13.2
21.0
15.1
24.2
16.4
19.6
10.1
19.6
12.9
11.3
17.3
12.2
12.0
31.1
15.0
14.2

Weighted
candidate dropout
0.81
0.64
0.52
0.52
0.51
0.50
0.50
0.49
0.41
0.39
0.37
0.33
0.32
0.32
0.30
0.28
0.20
0.19
0.18
0.15

Table 4 Candidate dropout among continuing parties
party
BSP-BZNS-AS-PKE
SLD-UP
LDS
ODS
GERB
ODS
AWS
PO
HZDS
LDDP
FIDESZ-KDNP
PO
MSZP
NDSV
FIDESZ-KDNP
MSZP
MSZP
FIDESZ-MDF
Smer
Smer

country
BG
PL
SI
BG
BG
CZ
PL
PL
SK
LT
HU
PL
HU
BG
HU
HU
HU
HU
SK
SK

year
1994
2001
2000
1997
2009
2006
1997
2011
1994
1992
2010
2007
2006
2001
2006
1998
2002
2002
2012
2010

V%
43.5
41.0
36.3
52.2
39.7
35.4
33.8
39.2
35.0
44.0
67.9
41.5
48.2
42.7
42.5
33.5
42.1
41.1
44.4
34.8

Weighted
candidate dropout
0.60
0.48
0.47
0.45
0.44
0.43
0.37
0.35
0.33
0.32
0.30
0.28
0.25
0.25
0.21
0.20
0.18
0.15
0.13
0.02

Finally, of the parties that did not disappear, some lost a significant number of candidates.
Table 4 lists twenty most popular cases – note that vote shares are much higher here than in
Table 3 as strong parties usually do not disappear – even in Central and Eastern Europe. The
Bulgarian BSP-led coalition of 1994 lost more than a half of their candidates in the following
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election4 and several others came close to 50%. However, high carry-over dominates the table
with most of the parties only losing one third or (much) less of their candidates.
To sum up, we see considerable diversity amongst the continuing, new and disappearing
parties – all of which can be genuine or seeming cases (or something in between). This is
relevant for the analysis of party system stability, for example in quantitative approaches
using electoral volatility index. Strictly defining entries and exits (as is the standard
procedure, see Sikk 2013) can have major impact on the levels of stability. For example, for
Lithuania 2004, Powell & Tucker (2014) report in their widely used new dataset total volatility
in excess of 85%. This is based on coding “Working for Lithuania” (UdL, amongst other,
smaller complicated cases) as completely new – even though it boasts one of the lowest levels
of candidate novelty among major electons – while many parties from Table 2 are coded as
continuations (despite higher proportions of new candidates).

Party size
In the following analysis we are controlling for party size (i.e. vote share) that we have earlier
found to be a major predictor of candidate turnover – the candidates of larger parties are
considerably more stable than those of smaller parties (see Sikk & Köker 2015, 2016). Even
despite the misclassification of several coalitions as exiting parties, we find the candidate
dropout to be significantly lower among non-exiting parties (Figure 2, dashed line) than
dropped parties whose candidates can still run for other parties. Hence, candidates are more
likely to leave electoral politics if their parties disappear. The effect on Figure 2 is moderated
because there are ad hoc electoral coalitions at all levels of electoral support. This might be a
fairly trivial finding, but remarkably, even candidates of “genuinely disappearing” parties do
not fully drop out – when the previous vote share of the parties was more than 5%, less than
75% of candidates dropped out.
Regardless of the dropout status of the parties, larger parties experience more limited
dropout. Among tiny continuing parties (1% votes in election t-1), the expected dropout is
0.58, dropping to 0.24 for parties that previously won 50% of the vote.5
There is a similar even though less pronounced relationship between party size and weighted
candidate novelty among continuing parties (Figure 3). Among tiny parties, candidate
novelty is expected to be fairly high (0.43 predicted for V% = 1 by OLS model with logged vote
share) and low for those around the majority of votes (0.29 for V% = 50).6 The relationship
would be stronger if a number of coalitions were not classified as new – none of the outliers
with low novelty on Figure 3 is a genuinely new party. Notably, weighted candidate novelty

The party effectively collapsed in the wake of a big economic crisis and fall of BPS-led government in 1996-97.
Based on OLS model of weighted dropout on logged vote share in t-1 for continuing parties. R2 = 0.16. Coefficient for
log10(vote) = -0.20 (SE 0.028).
6
Based on OLS model of weighted novelty on logged vote share in t for continuing parties. R2 = 0.03. Coefficient for
log10(vote) = -0.087 (SE 0.029).
4
5
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very seldom exceeds 0.50 among the parties identified as continuing with more than 10% of
the votes.
Figure 2 Weighted candidate dropout and vote share

Note: vote% on a logged scale. Parties with vote% > 1% only. Seemingly dropped parties with unusually low dropout labelled.

Figure 3 Weighted candidate novelty and vote share

Note: vote% on a logged scale. Parties with vote% > 1% only. Continuing parties with unusually high novelty and new parties
with unusually low novelty labelled.
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Change in electoral support
Party entry and exit can be seen as special cases of changes in electoral support, where
electoral support goes either from or to V% = 0. This section analyses the impact of changes
in electoral support on candidate turnover among continuing electons.
Specific expectations on the link between candidate turnover and fluctuations in parties’
electoral support are difficult to state. On one hand, we expect that increased electoral support
to attract new candidates, on the other hand, the anticipation of enhanced electoral
prospects should make old candidates more likely to stay. For parties losing electoral support,
we would expect to see a higher share of leaving candidates, but as they should not be
attractive to new incoming candidates, they are more likely to be replaced by previously
running candidates further down the list (i.e. low novelty). Note that the direction of
causality can also run in the other way – electons can increase support because of new
candidates or lose support because of the lack of new faces or dropout of candidates.
Figure 4 shows that there is a mild relationship between vote change and candidate turnover.
We use a logarithm of the ratio of vote in the more recent and preceding election. 7 Raw
percentage point change would populate the ends of the horizontal scale with parties that
were very big in either of the election, e.g. a party needs to have a very high vote share to be
“able to” suffer losses more than 20%. The middle region of the scale would include small
parties shedding most of their vote (e.g. going from 8 to 4 percent) and big parties remaining
fairly stable (e.g. 38 to 34 percent). The extremes of the scale on Figure 4 refer to parties
retaining only 10% of their vote (logged ratio = -1) or increasing their support 10 times (1).
The size of markers is proportional to electoral result in t-1.8
Candidate novelty is generally higher among parties gaining support than those losing it –
hence either increasingly popular parties attract new candidates or the new faces attract
electoral support. Candidate novelty for parties suffering substantial losses does not depend
on the size of the loss. For parties gaining support, novelty increases consistently the more
successful the party was compared to previous election.
Turning to dropout (Figure 5), we see a weaker pattern, with a slight suggestion that parties
with stable electoral support seem to experience more limited candidate dropout than those
either gaining or losing support. While the effect is weak, we suggest that different
mechanisms may be at play. Parties significantly gaining support have undergone a positive
(electorally popular) rejuvenation of their candidate lists while the candidates of those losing
support heavily have found new opportunities outside of volatile (electoral) politics.

Logged ratio of vote share in t to t-1; log scale equalises gains and losses.
It is still easier for once large parties to populate the left end of the scale and once small but then highly successful parties
to populate the right end of the scale. To moderate the effect, only parties that received more than 0.5% of the vote in both
of the elections are included. Same applies for dropout analysis and the regression models below.
7
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Figure 4 Change in party support and weighted candidate novelty

Note: the line shows loess fit.

Figure 5 Change in party support and weighted candidate dropout

Note: the line shows loess fit.

Figure 4 and Figure 5 also clearly suggest that larger parties have lower levels of candidate
novelty and dropout than smaller parties. Table 6 shows regression models with appropriate
functional forms. For explaining weighted candidate novelty, setting a ceiling for vote
12

change at 0 (as the magnitude of losses did not seem to make much difference) results in an
improved model (2) compared to the model with no ceiling (1). Overall candidate novelty
increases by 0.21 for parties that increase their support tenfold compared to parties that do
not increase their support at all (or lose it). For explaining candidate dropout, taking the
absolute value of vote ratio is justified as Figure 5 suggests that the function is symmetrical
(but fairly linear) around 0.9 The coefficients for vote change variables are statistically highly
significant when controlling for overall party size.10 Note that the pair of elections is defined
differently for candidate novelty and dropout. When analysing novelty, we are looking at the
ratio vote change between the election when the new candidates were in the running and
the one when they still were not. For dropout, the ratio is based on the “next” election (when
the dropped-out candidates had disappeared) to the one when the candidates were still in
the running.
Table 5 Regression models: party size and candidate change

log10vote
log10(vt/vt-1)
log10(vt/vt-1)
lower ceiling at 0
|log10(vt/vt-1)|

Dependent variable:
Weighted novelty
(1)
(2)
-0.16***
-0.15***
(0.02)
(0.02)
0.06*
(0.03)
0.21***
(0.07)

…dropout
(3)
-0.15***
(0.02)

0.12***
(0.04)
Constant
0.51***
0.48***
0.49***
(0.02)
(0.03)
(0.03)
N
284
284
282
R2
0.17
0.19
0.18
Adjusted R2
0.17
0.19
0.17
Note: *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01. Standard errors in parentheses.

Policy change
Measuring party policy positions and, in particular, their change, poses challenges. MARPOR
and CHES are both excellent good time series datasets, but they are generally more
appropriate for measuring party policy positions rather than the change.
One of the main issues with both of the very rich data sources is one of aggregation. If we
want to measure change using one or two indicators, we have to aggregate them from the
raw data in the MARPOR or CHES. In case of MARPOR, this is quasi-sentences coded into
different topics only occasionally positional.11 In CHES, country experts locate parties on a
number of policy scales. Both of the datasets also provide aggregate measures of Left-Right
placement. In CHES, this is provided by experts (rather than aggregated from the other
Adding a quadratic term would be an alternative but would sacrifice a degree of freedom, impose curvilinearity and result
in a statistically less significant coefficient.
10
The results would remain similar with country fixed effects, standard errors would be further reduced.
11
MARPOR approach is often criticised, but we concur with Meyer (2013) that it is useful for analysing change in party policy
positions.
9
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policy variables). In MARPOR, the RILE (Right-Left) indicator it has been derived from
identifying policy categories relevant to the Left-Right scale and deducting from the sum of
“left” categories the sum of “right” categories.12 However, either because the Left-Right scale
is poorly applicable to CEE countries or fluctuations in the scores do not well capture policy
change (or most likely both), our analysis found no relationship between changes in MARPOR
or CHES Left-Right positions and candidate turnover.13
A different way of assessing the extent of party policy change is to follow Franzmann’s (2013)
index of programmatic similarity (Ü), originally devised for analysing similarities between
parties (rather than the same parties over several elections). The index adds up the changes
in all quasi-sentence categories, very much like we index of disproportionality between
parties’ vote and seat shares or electoral volatility:
Ü=1−

1
2

∑|𝑠𝑎 − 𝑠𝑏 |

(1)

sa and sb stand for shares of quasi-sentence categories mentioned by parties a and b over all
MARPOR categories; for measuring similarity between a party’s manifesto in two elections
in t and t-1, these can be replaced by st and st-1. As we are interested in measuring change
(rather than similarity), we omit the first “1” in Formula 1.
This is a more universal approach that does not make assumptions regarding dimensionality
in party policy space, but can be problematic as changes between all categories are treated
as equal. For a hypothetical example consider the situation where the manifestos of two
parties only mention one topic of “Protectionism: Negative” while in the following election
one of them changes entirely to (the closely related) “Free Market Economy” but the other
undergoes a total conversion into “Protectionism: Positive”. Ü would be maximum for both
but only the second party experienced a substantive change in its policy profile. However,
we have no evidence that such extreme hypothetical situations actually materialise.
A similar approach can also be used with CHES data by finding the mean change in party
positions (MCPP) across all the dimensions included in the survey. It is conceivable that a
party may experience a significant change that is narrowly focussed on a single issue, leaving
the rest of its policy profile broadly intact (this is something that has occurred with a number
of European parties when the recent refugee crisis became politicised). One potential
problem with MCPP is that sometimes great fluctuations occur on dimensions where there
is considerable uncertainty among experts. However, we can assume that the higher the
level of uncertainty the more likely experts are likely to place parties in the middle limiting
the “risk” of fluctuations or, in case they disagree, the scores will regress towards the mean.14

A number of other approaches, some not involving such simple deduction, have been proposed, some involving simple or
logged ratios, sometimes inductively using factor analysis (see Budge 2013 for an overview). Still, they are always based on
the aggregation, in one way or another, of the original quasi-sentences
13
Discussion of the Left-Right scales is included in Appendix B.
14
We also analysed the relationship between the maximum change in CHES dimensions (that suffers even more from the
problem described earlier) as well as the maximum scaled (mean = 0, sd = 1) change and the sum of scaled changes over the
all previous measures. No clearer relationship to candidate turnover was found.
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Figure 6 Policy change and weighted candidate novelty and dropout

The simple correlation between candidate turnover and policy change is weak and,
strikingly, runs in the expected direction only for Ü.15 The finding of diminishing novelty and
dropout for MCPP is highly counterintuitive, although it needs to be considered that CHES
has many fewer observations than MARPOR. As we have noted previously, controlling for
party size and fixed country effect (discussed in more detail in Sikk & Köker 2016) is essential.
Table 6 shows the results of regression models for weighted novelty and dropout, controlling
for country fixed effects, party vote share and (even-numbered models) also for change in
vote share. We use the functional forms detected earlier in bivariate analysis.16 The mild
effect of Ü on dropout is confirmed (very weak evidence regarding novelty) as ten-point
increase in the degree of manifesto change leads to 0.02 point increase in weighted novelty
of parties.

Ü and MCPP are weakly correlated (CEE elections only, r = 0.15), although this constitutes an improvement over the
correlation between the left-right measures. Notably, the relationship is stronger for larger parties, increasing to r = 0.20
for v% > 5 and r = 0.32 for v% > 10.
16
These also result in more satisfactory models compared to more basic (non-transformed) functional forms.
15

15

This may look meagre, but given the weak correlation between the variables, the magnitude
of the effect is underestimated.17 If we ran the regression in the opposite direction (novelty
 Ü), a ten-point increase in manifesto change would correspond to +0.8 change in candidate
novelty.18 The truth is somewhere in the middle – the geometric mean of 0.13 would be a
reasonable estimate. This is a case where the dependent and independent variables are
impossible to determine and case can be made for the use of symmetric regression that
estimates slope regardless of the assignment of dependent and independent variables (see
Taagepera 2008: 154-175).19
Table 6 Regression models weighted candidate novelty and dropout

Ü
MCPP
log10vote
log10(vt/vt-1) a

Dependent variable:
Weighted novelty
(1)
(2)
(3)
0.002
0.002*
(0.001) (0.001)
-0.02
(0.07)
-0.20*** -0.17*** -0.18***
(0.04)
(0.04)
(0.04)
0.18**
(0.09)

(4)

-0.01
(0.07)
-0.18***
(0.04)
0.15
(0.18)

Weighted dropout
(5)
(6)
0.002** 0.002**
(0.001) (0.001)

-0.16***
(0.03)

|log10(vt/vt-1)|

-0.16***
(0.03)

0.04
(0.06)
-0.04
(0.04)
-0.18***
(0.04)
-0.17***
(0.04)
-0.16***
(0.05)
-0.19***
(0.04)
-0.12***
(0.04)
0.01
(0.05)
-0.18***
(0.04)
0.56***
(0.07)
173
0.40
0.36

(7)

(8)

-0.09
(0.07)
-0.17***
(0.05)

-0.10
(0.07)
-0.17***
(0.04)

-0.01
-0.01
0.10*
0.10**
-0.04
0.04
(0.05)
(0.05)
(0.05)
(0.05)
(0.04)
(0.05)
EE
-0.11**
-0.11**
-0.04
-0.03
-0.18***
-0.15***
(0.05)
(0.05)
(0.05)
(0.05)
(0.04)
(0.06)
HU
-0.16*** -0.17*** -0.15**
-0.15**
-0.16***
0.01
(0.05)
(0.05)
(0.07)
(0.07)
(0.04)
(0.07)
LT
-0.13**
-0.13**
-0.10
-0.11
-0.16***
-0.17**
(0.05)
(0.05)
(0.07)
(0.07)
(0.05)
(0.07)
LV
-0.16*** -0.17*** -0.003
-0.01
-0.19***
-0.07
(0.05)
(0.05)
(0.06)
(0.06)
(0.04)
(0.07)
PL
-0.06
-0.07
0.06
0.06
-0.13***
-0.002
(0.05)
(0.05)
(0.05)
(0.05)
(0.04)
(0.06)
SI
0.06
0.07
0.14**
0.14**
0.01
0.06
(0.05)
(0.05)
(0.05)
(0.05)
(0.05)
(0.06)
SK
-0.17*** -0.17*** -0.11**
-0.10**
-0.19***
-0.20***
(0.05)
(0.05)
(0.05)
(0.05)
(0.04)
(0.05)
N
0.57***
0.53***
0.54***
0.51***
0.57***
0.66***
(0.07)
(0.08)
(0.07)
(0.08)
(0.07)
(0.08)
Observations
173
173
82
82
173
83
R2
0.39
0.41
0.44
0.45
0.40
0.44
Adjusted R2
0.35
0.37
0.36
0.36
0.36
0.37
*p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01
Note:
Bulgaria is the reference country. Parties with vote < 0.5% in either election excluded.
a lower ceiling at 0 for weighted novelty
CZ

0.22**
(0.09)
0.04
(0.05)
-0.15***
(0.05)
0.01
(0.07)
-0.17**
(0.07)
-0.06
(0.06)
0.02
(0.05)
0.07
(0.05)
-0.20***
(0.05)
0.63***
(0.08)
83
0.49
0.41

The effect is robust to a model specification involving vote% change (model 6). The CHESbased MCPP does not have a statistically significant effect on candidate turnout while we
note the counterintuitively negative coefficient signs. This, and the reduced robustness of
Slope coefficient is partly a function of correlation coefficient, approaching 0 as r  0.
The control variables pose difficulties here.
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A multivariate symmetrical regression was proposed by Tofallis (2002), but to our best knowledge has yet to be
implemented in statistical software packages (e.g. R).
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the results for Ü against dropout might be the results of reduced sample size (party
manifestoes are easier to trace than vote shares for continuing electons!) or the weakening
of the relationship in the last decade (CHES change variable is only available from 2009
onwards). In our previous experience, dropout is often easier to explain than candidate
novelty – e.g. in terms of the impact of changes in the level of corruption (see Sikk & Köker
2016).

Leadership change
Studies on party leaders have so far largely focussed on their selection, survival and public
appeal, yet less so on their internal impact on political parties. However, the change of
leaders is one of the most visible signs party change and can highlight (impending) shifts in
strategy, policy and organisation or the relative importance of electons in alliances. Thereby,
not only the background of the new leader (insider vs outsider) but also the nature of the
change, e.g. resignation following electoral defeat or a leadership challenge during the
electoral term, can be indicative of the extent of change to be expected.
To date, there is no comprehensive data base of party leaders covering the different
dimensions of party leader change. To study the relationship between leadership change and
candidate turnover, we therefore created a new data set covering some 50 electons in three
countries (Hungary, Poland and Slovakia) that have seen great variance in leadership and
leadership change as well as a number of long-lasting leaders over the last 25 years. Our data
set focuses on electons that entered parliament at least once with sufficient size to form their
own party group as well as new formations that emerged as splinters or mergers
(irrespective of size) from the first group of electons. We are continuously expanding our
data base to allow for a more systematic analysis in the future, yet believe that even insights
based on a small-N can provide a suitable first test of the bivariate relationship in the context
of this paper.
For each leader, we record the length of tenure, using approximate dates where the exact
date of change is not known. We also code a number of other leadership characteristics, most
importantly the type of leadership (single/joint/acting), the type of leadership change and
the background of the new leader. We differentiate between four categories of the type of
leadership change: (a) inaugural leaders (of new, splinter or merged parties), (b) resignation
of the previous leader, (c) leadership challenge, and the (d) death of previous leader.
The background of the new leader is coded into four categories which we arrange on ordinal
scale from smallest to greatest change:
(1) the new leader was once previously leader, deputy leader, held a major political party
office or led an important internal faction;
(2) the new leader held an important political office as an independent or held a mediumranking office for a party;
(3) the new leader has been associated with political parties, but held a low profile;
(4) the party leader has no previous party political experience.
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We generally anticipate higher levels of candidate instability and turnover when party
leaders change, in particular when they are replaced by outsiders or those outside the
immediate circle of national party leadership. Furthermore, we expect greater candidate
turnover if the new leader comes to power following a challenge to the previous leader
rather than a resignation (or death) of the previous leader. The following analysis highlights
crucial examples that are notable due to their strong relationship (or lack thereof) between
candidate turnover and these two dimensions of leadership change.
The majority of new electon leaders in our data set came from within the previous party
leadership and even among inaugural leaders, those with previous leadership experience
prevail. In Poland, only two out of 17 inaugural electon leaders had no notable political
experience, whereas two out of 22 in Slovakia were previously not an active politicians (and
only 3 further leaders out of 66). In Hungary, none of the 12 parties in Hungary ever chose a
politically inexperienced leader.
Interestingly, the least politically experienced leaders led relatively novel electons in terms
of candidates. Slovakia’s ‘Freedom and Solidarity’ (SaS), founded by businessman Richard
Sulík – who had been a driving force in implementing the country’s flat rate tax yet not
affiliated himself with any party – was highly novel when it first contested elections in 2010
(weighted candidate novelty 0.95). Similarly, ‘OLANO’ (Normal People and Independent
Personalities) was founded by Igor Matovic in 2011 after he had entered parliament via SaS’
2010 list as a representative of a citizens’ initiative – when OLANO submitted its own list in
the 2012 snap elections WCN was 0.95. When the ‘Alliance of the New Citizen’ (ANO) was set
up by TV-station owner Pavol Rusko in 2011, it showed a similarly high candidate novelty of
0.94 in the 2012 parliamentary elections. In Poland, Andrzej Lepper founded ‘Lepper’s SelfDefence’ (SO-L) after unsuccessfully contesting the 1991 election with a three-person
electoral committee; when SO-L first contested elections in 1993 it showed very high
candidate novelty (0.87).20
However, novel leaders are neither necessary nor sufficient for high candidate novelty. Some
highly novel electons are set up by established politicians (e.g. Zatler’s Reform Party founded
by the outgoing Latvian president in 2011) and some mergers of old electons – resulting in
low candidate novelty – choose previously marginal politicians as their leaders. The lack of
high levels of candidate novelty despite a leader who previously held a low profile can also
appear in the case of splinter parties. For instance, the ‘Slovak Workers’ Movement’ (ZRS)
was set up by Ján Lupták – a two-time deputy for the ‘Party of the Democratic Left’ (SDL) who
had otherwise not held any prominent position. Yet as the ZRS was effectively a splinter of
the SLD and its list for the 1994 elections attracted many of its previous candidates, WCN
remained at a mid-level 0.46.
The majority of party leaders had previously held high-ranking positions in their electons
before ascending to the leadership. The accompanying candidate turnover still varies
considerably and must be attributed to other factors. Interestingly, stability in leadership
appears to be positively associated with decreasing candidate turnover over time (although
here, too, other factors appear to play a role). For instance, Slovakia’s ‘Direction’ (SMER) has
The only notable Hungarian example of a less experienced leader is Dávid Kovács who – after membership in the
Hungarian Justice and Life Party (MIEP) and activism in various nationalist youth groups – set up Jobbik in 2003. Yet as the
party ran a joint list with MIEP in 2006, its weighted candidate novelty was just 0.27.
20
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been led by Robert Fico since its foundation in 1999 – after showing a high degree of
candidate novelty in 2002 (0.96), it quickly decreased to 0.27 in 2006 and has averaged at 0.13
in the three elections since then. This was helped by incorporating a number of smaller leftist
groupings. The Hungarian Fidesz has also been led by Viktor Orban for most of the time since
1993 and incorporated a number of other parties on its electoral lists since then. Its weighted
candidate novelty also decreased overall but less so, staying around 0.20 with significant dips
to 0.05 when new groups were incorporated. The candidate novelty of the Movement for a
Democratic Slovakia (HZDS) – led by Vladimír Meciar for the entire duration of its existence
(1991-2014) – remained relatively stable throughout rather than decreased. Nevertheless, as
novelty ranged between 0.25 and 0.35 it was still quite low.
In Poland, examples of long-lasting leadership stability can be found in the case of ‘SelfDefence’ (discussed above), yet with different effects. Its candidate novelty generally ranged
between 0.5 and 0.8 throughout (except for a dip to 0.26 in 2007) – it appears that leadership
stability was likely trumped by its various transformations (including several name changes)
and fluctuating electoral fortunes. The ‘Civic Platform’ (PO, Platforma Obywatelska) has been
led by several leaders since 2003, yet leadership was fairly stable as all had previously served
as deputy leaders. POs candidate novelty decreased steadily from 0.49 in 2005 to 0.22 in 2011,
but increased again slightly to 0.28 in 2016. The latter may be related to the leadership
change in 2014 that was triggered by Prime Minister Donald Tusk becoming the president of
the European Council, thus not only abandoning party leadership but also the domestic
political scene.
Successful leadership challenge was relatively rare in the electons covered by our data set.
Overall, only six leaders in Poland, two leaders in Hungary and one leader in Slovakia
assumed their position following a challenge to the sitting leader. Nevertheless, as the
majority of these leaders were once again replaced before the next parliamentary election,
their impact on candidate selection is unclear and it is more difficult to relate these
leadership changes to candidate turnover or dropout as part of this analysis. Nevertheless,
both Poland and Slovakia provide an interesting example each. In 2008, the secretary general
of the Polish ‘Democratic Left Alliance’ (SLD) Grzegorz Napieralski surprisingly defeated the
sitting leader Wojciech Olejniczak who had led the party in two elections (candidate novelty
0.25 and 0.29; dropout 0.32 and 0.51). After Napieralski asserted his new authority to make
sure several prominent politicians were elected to the European Parliament in 2009 or not
included on the 2011 lists, both novelty and dropout went markedly up in 2011 (0.39 and
0.56). In Slovakia, Béla Bugár who had led the ‘Party of the Hungarian Coalition’ (SMK) since
1998 was replaced by deputy leader Pál Csáky in a leadership challenge in 2007. After
moderate candidate turnover in 2006 (0.21 and 0.18, respectively), novelty surprisingly more
than halved in 2010 (0.11) while dropout almost doubled to 0.29. This can likely be attributed
to the fact that while Csáky was able to appeal to rank-and-file members with his more
nationalist course, while several prominent politicians joined ousted leader Bugár in his new
and more liberal formation ‘Most-Híd’ (Bridge) that subsequently only showed weighted
novelty of 0.41 on its 2010 list.
Overall, there is some evidence for a relationship between leadership change and experience
and candidate turnover, yet given that electon leadership may (and does) change frequently
during the parliamentary term it requires some further theorisation. Our analysis leads to
two (tentative) conclusions. First, novel leaders appeared often in association with high
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degrees of candidate novelty and leadership stability with decreasing (or stable) candidate
turnover. Second, beyond the extreme cases of high novelty and long-term stability, there
were still great variations in candidate turnover. Many parties experienced only moderate
levels of leadership change, yet saw their candidate turnover increase or decrease
dramatically nonetheless. Thus, we assume that these changes are either due to external
factors not considered here or are the effect of dynamics in other dimensions of party change
that are only weakly related to leadership change.

Organizational change
For studying the relationship between candidate change and organisational change, we rely
on a comprehensive dataset of mergers, splits and electoral coalitions compiled by
Raimondas Ibenskas. Identifies 43 mergers, 86 splits and 62 electoral coalitions that
corresponds to elections covered by our data. We contrast Ibenskas’s catalogue of
organisational changes to seeming changes that can be derived from the movement of
candidates between electons. We find candidate movements to be a good diagnostic for
electon changes, but not always for party changes. This is because fairly often parties jump
from one electoral coalition to another without leaving an “electoral trace” of their
independent existence.
We expect all such organisational changes to lead to increased candidate novelty and
haemorrhaging of candidates – perhaps more in case of mergers and splits than electoral
coalitions as the latter are a weaker form of cooperation that even the candidates who are
not necessarily entirely happy with can more easily stomach.

Coalitions and mergers
We expect to see fragmentation in predecessors among coalitions/mergers (on the left on
Figures in Appendix C, except from repeated coalitions that carry on their candidates) and
only limited fragmentation amongst other parties (i.e. solid bars on the right). We also expect
most non-coalitions/mergers with low candidate novelty to be continuing parties (light blue
to dominate the bottom right).
Overall, coalitions and mergers have lower levels of candidate novelty than genuinely new
parties (roughly novelty > .75, the dashed vertical line on graphs). This is to be expected as
coalitions and mergers by definition need parent parties that had fielded candidates before.
The Polish Citizens’ Platform (PO) in 2001 had one of the highest level of novelty amongst
coalitions and mergers (0.68), reflecting the considerable substantive novelty that the
electon had (see Sikk 2013). The Slovakian Freedom and Solidarity (SaS, 2010) was a curious
case of a genuinely new party (candidate novelty = 0.95) that technically formed a coalition
with a small parliamentary grouping. On the other end of the scale, For Fatherland and
Freedom/LNNK (Latvia 1998) relied near-exclusively on existing candidates (weighted
novelty less than 0.01). Mean candidate novelty is lowest (0.33) for repeated coalitions and
other parties with a continuing component (i.e. include a lightly shaded part in Appendix C),
it is slightly higher for mergers (0.35) and new coalitions (0.38) and considerably higher for
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new parties (with no continuing component, 0.42).21 Hence, novel coalitions and mergers
experience higher levels of candidate novelty (i.e. more change) than continuing parties and
coalitions do. Overall, organisational changes tend to be reflected in somewhat higher
candidate turnover – that for new coalitions would be very close to new parties if the Latvian
outlier was omitted (0.40).
By and large continuing parties dominate low-novelty parties (light, non-fragmented bars on
bottom-right). The striking exceptions are the Lithuanian Social Democratic Party (LSDP) in
2008, Polish Democratic Left Alliance (SLD) in 2005 and the Slovak Party of the Democratic
Left (SDL) in 1998 – parties leaving behind a coalition that they dominated (UdL, SLD-UP and
Common Choice [SV, Spoločná voľ ba] respectively). Remarkably, most of the darker bars in
middle-right (with medium levels of novelty e.g. Bulgarian DL1997 or KZB2001) are cases of
continuing electons where there has been significant enough change to warrant a new party
code in MARPOR and PARLGOV datasets.
There is considerably more fragmentation (i.e. candidates from several parties in previous
election) among coalitions and mergers – except for most repeat coalitions and some that
were effectively repeated coalitions but did not qualify as such based on party codes in our
reference datasets. The Czech Civic Democratic Party (ODS) had by 1996 merged with the
Christian Democratic Party (KDS) that it ran a joint coalition with in 1992. Most others
showing limited fragmentation were alliances of unequals: the Hungarian coalition between
FIDESZ and the Christian Democratic People’s Party (KDNP) in 2006, the merger of the
Lithuanian Homeland Union (TS) with the Christian Democrats (LKD) after 2004, the coalition
between Polish Democratic Left Alliance (SLD) and Labour Union (UP) in 2001, and the
merger between the Slovak Movement for Democratic Slovakia (HZDS) and the obscure Party
of Entrepreneurs (SPZ) in 1998. Harmony Centre (SC, Latvia 2006) essentially replaced the
previously existing coalition For Human Rights in United Latvia (PCTVL), bringing in
considerable amount of new faces.
Most of the fragmented non-coalitions/mergers are cases of (mass) defections from existing
parties. Several Estonian cases stand out – in particular SDE and RE have been recipients of
defectors from the Centre Party and People’s Union. Their high-profile MPs that landed in
high list positions, thus contributing considerably to the weighted congruence – i.e. overlap
between their new and old parties. Existing parties sometimes benefit from the decay of
others. For example, the Latvian People’s Party (TP) in 2002 gained candidates following the
disintegration of New Party (JP) and “Unity” (Vienotiba) in 2014 from the disintegration of
Zatler’s Reform Party (ZRS); in 2012 the Lithuanian Labour Party (DP) draw on the candidate
pool of New Union-Social Liberals (NS-SL). Others are cases of (partially) genuinely new
parties drawing candidates from a number of previous electons (e.g. People’s Party, TP in
Latvia 1998). Most of the parties towards the bottom right of the figures (low novelty) are
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Excluding post-2009 elections not covered by the Ibenskas dataset.
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“genuinely continuing”, most in darker shades are cases of name changes that necessitated
changes in codes in our reference datasets.22

Splits and coalition break-ups
We expect to see fragmentation among parent coalitions and parties (shown on the left) and
limited fragmentation amongst other parties. We also expect most non-breakups with low
candidate novelty to be continuing parties (light red to dominate the bottom right).
Overall, the mean dropout among continuing parties was considerably lower than among
breakups – 0.30 vs 0.37 (excluding post-2009 elections). The highest dropout rates among
breakups were experienced by the Bulgarian National Movement for Stability and Progress
(NSDV) after 2005 elections, Liberal Democracy of Slovenia (LDS) after 2004, both formerly
dominant parties experiencing turmoil after big electoral defeats that led to the eventual
demise (NSDV) or severe weakening (LDS) of the parent party. The breakup with the highest
level of dropout, the Bulgarian Democratic Left (BSP-BZNS-AS-PKE after 1994, dropout = 0.60)
is a special case where the electon remained relatively intact in 1997, but is classified as new
according to our criteria. It experienced very high candidate dropout (and decline in its vote
share from 43.5% to 22.1%) after the massive economic crisis in 1996 and the fall of BSP
government in early 1997.
A few other electons experienced weighted dropout in excess of 0.5:






the Slovak Democratic Coalition (SDK) after 1998 – a break-up of the fairly ad hoc but
successful coalition);
the Slovak Common Choice (SV) after 1994 – a motley crew of left-wing parties led by the
ex-communist Party of the Democratic Left that disintegrated after disappointing
electoral result and disagreements over the support for Vladimir Mečiar’s government.
the Hungarian Independent Smallholders’ Party (FKGP) after 1990 – an equal split in
terms of candidates, but only the splinter party experienced a downfall;
the Polish Left and Democrats (LID) after 2007 – the once successful former Communist
party struggling with maintaining its position that later led to its exclusion from the
parliament, although in a different coalition).

On the other end of the scale, the breakup of the 2002 electoral alliance of FIDESZ and
Hungarian Democratic Forum (MDF) saw extremely low level of dropout (0.15) – possibly
because of the more ad hoc nature of the coalition (both were established parties in their
own right).23

In some cases of mergers, the reference datasets have identified a continuing parties – such as Res Publica for the Res
Publica and Pro Patria Union (IRL) in 2007 in Estonia. If anything, it was a merger of equals (see Sikk 2013).
23
The 1999 coalition between Estonian Moderates (MD) and Right-Wingers/Conservatives-Republicans was a de facto
coalition but the party list of MD de jure that later led to a proper merger (rather than a repeat coalition as indicated on the
chart) – hence the lowest weighted dropout recorded amongst former coalitions (0.13). In Estonia, electoral coalitions have
been banned since 1999 and notably there have been no splits (and, for obvious reasons, no proper coalitions) in the country
since then.
22
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In most cases of breakups we see considerable fragmentation in candidate congruence. In
some cases, where there is little fragmentation in splits, it is the result of splinter parties
(virtually) disappearing.
Generally, continuing parties and coalitions have experienced little fragmentation (i.e.
limited dropout, on the bottom-right), except for a handful of Baltic cases. The Estonian
Centre (KE) party after 2003 lost high profile candidates to the Social Democrats (SDE) and
the Reform Party (RE) (discussed above). Other parties that suffered from collective
defections include:







the Lithuanian Liberal Union (LLS) lost candidates while involved in the merger with
Lithuanian Centre Union after 2000;
the Lithuanian National Resurrection Party (TPP), a genuinely new party that started to
disintegrate almost immediately after the 2008 election, but most of its high-ranking
candidates ran again in 2012;
the Latvian Latvia’s Way (LC) lost candidates after 1995, amongst others to the new
People’s Party (TP);
the Latvian Democratic Party Saimnieks (DPS) fell from the biggest party in 1995 election
to obscurity, but a number of its candidates joined other parties;
the Polish Self-Defence Party (SRP), a genuinely new formation in 2001, lost small
numbers of candidates to a range of other parties.

Complexity of organisational change
Party splits, mergers and electoral coalitions are extremely common in CEE and they need to
be taken properly into account when analysing party system development. Candidate
turnover and movement largely corresponds to our initial expectations, even though the
picture is not always very clear. One of the reasons for that is that a basic three-way
dichotomy (splits/non-splits etc) may not be enough. Firstly, there is a clear distinction
between new and repeated coalitions, but even among the latter we see different levels of
innovation. Secondly, collective defections are not properly reflected in classification of
organisational changes based on parties as the unit of analysis, even though this “DNA
exchange” can be a significant cause of substantive party change. Lastly, splits, mergers and
electoral coalition formation or break-up can sometimes occur at the same time – as shown
in the graph of the candidate-based evolution of the Polish party system at the end of
Appendix C. Tracing electoral candidates helps us to develop a richer picture – it is
remarkable how much detail on party system development can be revealed in an
automatically generated graph.

Conclusion
1) We find that looking at candidate novelty is a very useful tool for identifying parties that
are new and highlights varying degrees of genuine novelty. Also, candidate dropout
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identifies the very small handful of parties that properly exited, but this is noticeably rare –
even parties that really do exit leave a good numbers of candidates behind in other parties.
2) Candidate dynamics also help to identify splits, mergers and electoral coalitions – these
are all more fragmented in terms of the background/future of their candidates than stable
electons. However, parties that move in and out of coalitions without contesting elections
on their own pose a problem (or parties/defectors joining existing parties/coalitions).
3) We generated some tentative hypotheses regarding the relationship between changing
electoral fortunes of political parties and candidate turnover. The results are somewhat
inconclusive and the topic needs more analysis. Also, it is clear that one should not expect a
strict direction of causality here – it is not only conceivable but certain that party fortunes
can change in response to candidate change (or lack of it) while candidates staying put or
new candidates can help or hinder parties’ electoral prospects.
4) In terms of policy change, we found it to be mildly related to both novelty and dropout,
when measured by MARPOR overall change (Ü). Puzzlingly, the similar method based on
CHES points in the opposite direction (that is highly counterintuitive). We contend that this
may be because the relationship between policy change and candidate turnover might be
less than perfect, but also because the imperfection in the policy change measures available.
One reason why CHES measure worked less well is that the surveys did not take place in
election years and interpolation may not reflect policy positions and changes adequately.
Similarly to the changes in electoral support, the direction of causality is far from established
here.
5) Leadership change appears to have a moderate relationship with turnover in electoral
candidates, yet the fact that leaders can (and often do) change more than once between
elections and the predominance of comparatively uneventful changes (leaders resign
voluntarily and are succeeded by previous deputy leaders; leaders of newly appearing
electons have substantive political experience) makes it more difficult to analyse the effect.
Nevertheless, we find that novel leaders appeared often in association with high degrees of
candidate novelty and leadership stability with decreasing (or at least stable) candidate
turnover. Furthermore, the effects of moderate levels of change in leadership change seem
to have been trumped by the influence of other factors or were interrelated with other
dimensions of party change.
While in this paper we analyse a number of important dimensions of party change, we limit
our analysis due to limitations of space. It could be argued that changes in coalition patterns
could be related to candidate change (erstwhile opposition party entering a government or
previously governing going into opposition or changes in coalition partners). Also, support
in spatial support patterns (spatial volatility in districts where districts are constant),
together with movement of candidates between districts is worthy of consideration. Finally,
in this paper we do not consider candidate change as a potential reaction to previous party
change – e.g. disappointing electoral results in the preceding election.
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Appendix A: Weighted candidate novelty and dropout
All candidates are not equal. Those in higher list positions carry more weight as potential
MPs than those at the bottom of the list.24 The most straightforward way to weight
candidates– so that those at the top contribute more and those at the bottom less to the index
of novelty – would be a negative linear progression of weights – e.g. (1, 0.75, 0.5, 0.25, 0) for
M=5.25 However, this clearly gives too much weight to all low-ranking candidates bar the last
very one. The importance list positions also varies between parties. For example, imagine
two candidates ranked 25 out of 100. If one of the parties is likely to win 30 of the mandates
and the other one only 4 mandates, the candidate of the bigger party has a real chance of
winning a seat and is obviously more significant than the candidate of the smaller party.
Hence, weights that decline mildly at the top, more significantly in the middle and smoothly
taper off at the end are more appropriate. Out weights are based on the well-known formula
of the logistic function:
1

𝑤(𝑟, 𝑣) = 1 − 1+𝑒 −𝑘(𝑟−𝑣)

(2)

where v the party’s overall vote share.26 Candidate’s relative list placement r = (rank – 1)/(M
– 1). 27 Finally, k is a constant affecting the steepness of the curve that is set at 0.25 as this
produces suitable curves for our purposes. The weights for each party must to add up to 1 –
therefore, we divide the weights by the sum of weights for all candidates
Thus, we can calculate the weighted candidate novelty (WCN) of party p:
𝑊𝐶𝑁 𝑝 = ∑ 𝑁𝐸𝑊 ⋅

𝑤(𝑟,𝑣)
∑ 𝑤(𝑟,𝑣)

(3)

where NEW is a dummy for candidates who did not run in previous election. Figure 7
illustrates the standardized weights for candidates. It shows that for largest parties, more
candidates carry significant weight as more stand a reasonable chance of success. The
smaller the party, the higher the weight of the candidates at the top of the list as few others
stand a reasonable chance of winning a seat.28 The interpretation of WCNp is straightforward
as it ranges from 0 (no new candidates) to 1 (all candidates are new).

Hungary and Lithuania employ mixed systems. Winning candidates in single mandate district and those with a reasonable
chance are more important than also-runs far behind the top competitors.
25
We disregard candidates with list placements in excess of M.
26
We use the national vote share as our dataset currently does not hold information about constituency level support for
parties.
27
I.e. for fourth ranked candidate under M=10, r = (4-1)/(10-1) = 3/9 = 0.33.
28
We assume that when fielding candidates, parties have some information about the likely number of seats they are going
to win and we use the actual share of votes as a proxy for expected vote shares.
24
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Figure 7: Candidate’s standardised weight for selected party sizes
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Note: Relative list placement r = (rank-1)/(M-1). Areas under the curve add up to 1.

The calculation of relative list placements is complicated by the use of different electoral
systems. Firstly, in nearly all elections, the eventual list placement of candidates was fully or
partly based on preference votes. For open list systems, we used the highest of original and
preference-vote based list placements.29 Secondly, candidate weight in single mandate
districts (under mixed systems in Hungary and Lithuania) is based on the following formula:
1

𝑤(𝑥) = 1+𝑒 −𝑥
𝑣

(4)
𝑣

for top candidates: 𝑥 = log1.5 𝑣1

for all other candidates: 𝑥 = log1.5 𝑣 𝑖

2

1

where vi is the number of votes cast for the i-th ranking candidate. This ensures higher
weights for candidate who win by a large margin (compared to those with smaller winning
margins) and higher weights to competitors narrowly behind the top candidate (compared
to those more behind). 30
Finally, for multi-tier systems (Estonia, Hungary, Lithuania), we use the highest weight 31
across the tiers.
Weighted candidate dropout is calculated exactly in the same fashion, except that in
equation 2 the dummy for novelty is replaced by whether the candidate ran again
subsequent election.

Often, parties place some of the most important candidates at the bottom of the list who move considerably up in
preference-based rankings.
30
For example, in a two-way race with v1 = .7 and v2 = .3 the corresponding weights for the candidates are .89 and .11; if v1 =
.55 and v2 = .45, the corresponding weights are .62 and .38. Log to the base of 1.5 is used as other bases (2, natural logarithm
or 10) would result in too low weights for top candidates with safe winning margins and too high weights for runner ups.
29

31

Before standardisation.
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Appendix B: Left and right in MARPOR and CHES
The traditional Left-Right scale has long been a standard way to measure party policy
positions, but it has been deemed less useful in Central and Eastern Europe where parties
often combine various policy positions in unorthodox ways and some traditionally “left”
positions can be systematically related to the “right” (Aspelund, Lindeman& Verkasalo 2013,
Mölder 2016, Tavits & Letki 2009). Also RILE and the left-right placement in CHES are only
weakly correlated, particularly in Central and Eastern Europe (r = 0.61 for Western Europe
and r = 0.48 for CEE, see Bakker et al 2015 and top row in Figure 7), but the change in the
indicators among parties over time is very weakly correlated in Western Europe and very
weakly correlated in the wrong direction in Central and Eastern Europe (r = 0.08 for Western
Europe and r = -0.07 for Central and Eastern Europe, bottom row in Figure 7). A more
fundamental problem is that– parties do not change their Left-Right orientation much over
time (Dalton & McAllister 2015).
In our analysis, we interpolated CHES RILE scores for election years as these often do not
coincide with waves of CHES surveys. For example, if a party scored 6 on the general leftright scale in 2010 and 5 in 2014, the interpolated score for 2012 is 5.5. We also mildly
extrapolated the data by carrying forward the last score in the series and the first score in
the series by one year to extend the coverage of the data (it is only available between 2006
and 2014 for the Central and East European countries that often meant that only two
elections would have been covered for many parties). Mean change in CHES scores was
extrapolated the same way at the ends of the time series but interpolated by carrying the
closest measurement forward or backwards towards the middle.32

32

Surveys from 2006, 2010 and 2014 included. For the middle years, we carried forward the earlier survey.
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Figure 7 MARPOR RILE and CHES general Left-Right

Note: CHES left-right placements interpolate for election years.

CHES furthermore distinguishes between two key dimensions – the economic Left-Right and
the social GAL-TAN (“green-alternative-libertarian” – “traditional-authoritariannationalist”) dimension. Methods of extracting a cultural dimension from MARPOR data have
also been proposed (e.g. Bakker & Hobolt 2013, for an alternative approach to RILE see
Prosser 2014). However, studying change by looking only at, either the cultural or economic
dimension would overlook any changes in the other dimension and would not appropriately
represent party policy change in many circumstances.

Appendix C: Organizational change, novelty, dropout and
congruence
Guide to figures
Parties identified as coalitions (marked C), mergers (M) and splits (S) in the Ibenskas dataset on
the left panels, all others on right panel. Repeated coalitions (REPC) based on coalition name
or party membership are also included in the right panel, unless also involving a merger or
split. Only parties with more than 10 percent of votes included. For splits and coalition
breakups, election year refers to the year of the election before the break-up occurred).
30

Parties included in Ibenskas dataset or in elections before 2009 (non-mergers/splits) with black
outline.33
Blue (red for splits and breakups) bars on the right show (weighted) candidate congruence with
parties in previous (following) election (weighting explained in Appendix A). Identified
continuing parties (based on CMP/MARPOR or same abbreviation) are in a lighter shade,
those not identified as continuing in darker (note that these discontinuities do not
necessarily indicate a major change).
White bars on the left show: (a) weighted candidate novelty (roughly: percentage of new
candidates, weighted by their importance/list placement) for mergers/coalition formation
or (b) weighted dropout for splits/coalition breakup. Parties are ordered by novelty and
dropout on the charts.

Coalitions and mergers (novelty and congruence)

33

Missing for Lithuania because of a bug in our R code.

31

32

Breakups (dropout and congruence)

33

34

Candidate-based party system evolution in Poland

Notes: WCNp = weighted candidate novelty. “Party congruence” refers to weighted candidate overlap between parties. Rank
of parties in electoral results on the vertical scale.
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